
hopTo Inc. Launches Revolutionary Next Generation Productivity App for iPad 

hopTo App Now Available in the App Store 

Campbell, Calif., April 15, 2013 /PRNewswire/—–hopTo Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

GraphOn Corporation (OTCQB:GOJO), today announced the launch of the public beta of its new 

mobile productivity app, hopTo, and its immediate availability for download on the iPad App 

Store.  

hopTo is an innovative product that brings a new level of productivity to the iPad. It is a powerful 

mobile workspace that allows users to manage, edit and share their documents by leveraging the 

power of their own PC. The underlying technology behind hopTo is protected by the company’s 

aggressive intellectual property creation strategy, with nearly 100 patents that have been filed in 

the past year, and other proprietary technology. 

“We’re incredibly excited about this first-ever public beta release of hopTo. We believe that post-

PC devices represent a tectonic shift in mobile productivity, and that there is strong demand in 

the market for a powerful, flexible productivity workspace that includes rich document editing 

capabilities with full Microsoft Office compatibility,” said Eldad Eilam, President and CEO of 

hopTo. “At the same time, users expect elegant, intuitive user interfaces and support for their 

favorite cloud storage solutions. Most users have documents stored on their personal computer, 

in addition to documents stored on cloud storage services such as Box and Dropbox. We 

designed hopTo to perfectly address all of these requirements.” 

“hopTo reinvents mobile productivity with an amazingly intuitive user-interface and a robust 

feature set,” said Christoph Berlin, COO of hopTo. “This public beta release of hopTo includes a 

powerful tab-based multitasking concept, an aggregated search feature that includes documents 

gathered from the user’s PC and from cloud storage services and many other compelling 

features. We plan to release several major updates later this year that will include, among others, 

even deeper document editing capabilities, iPhone and Android support, and integration with 

additional cloud storage services.” 

hopTo is now available as a free download from the Apple App Store at: 

http://appstore.com/hopto. Once the app is installed, users will be automatically enrolled onto a 

first-come, first-served account activation process. The app allows users to watch a real-time 

clock estimating when they can start using their copy of hopTo based on their position in the 

reservation queue. 

hopTo is currently compatible with the iPad (2nd Generation and later) and the iPad mini (1st 

Generation), with plans to release iPhone and Android support in the near future.  To learn more 

about hopTo, visit: www.hopTo.com  

About hopTo Inc. 

Founded in 2012, hopTo Inc. develops and markets hopTo, a unique mobile productivity 

workspace application that allows users to manage, edit, and share their documents by 

leveraging the power of their own PC. The underlying technology behind hopTo is protected by 

the company’s aggressive intellectual property creation strategy, with nearly 100 patents that 

http://www.hopto.com/
http://appstore.com/hopto
http://www.hopto.com/


have been filed in the past year, and other proprietary technology. Those wishing to receive 

updates on hopTo developments, please visit: hopTo.com or facebook.com/hopTo 

About GraphOn Corporation 

Founded in 1996, GraphOn Corporation is a publicly traded company headquartered in Campbell, 

California. The company is an innovator of cost-effective, advanced solutions that help customers 

retrieve applications from anywhere.  

 

This press release contains statements that are forward looking as that term is defined by the 

United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements are based on 

management’s current expectations and are subject to a number of uncertainties and risks that 

could cause actual results to differ significantly from those described in the forward looking 

statements.  Factors that may cause such a difference include the following: the success of our 

new products depends on a number of factors including market acceptance and our ability to 

manage the risks associated with new product introduction and developing and marketing new 

versions of the product; our revenue could be adversely impacted if any of our significant 

customers reduces its order levels or fails to order during a reporting period; and other factors, 

including those set forth under Item 1A, “Risk Factors” in our Annual Report on Form 10-K/A for 

the year ended December 31, 2012, and in other documents we have filed with the SEC. 

 

GraphOn is a registered trademark of GraphOn Corp. hopTo is a trademark of hopTo Inc. All 

other trademarks belong to their respective owners. 
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